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ABSTRACT 

In this paper we have implemented a heartbeat 

monitoring and heart attack detection system using 

Internet of things and Augmented Reality. Here the 

sensor is interfaced to a particle photon that allows 

checking heart rate readings and transmitting them over 

internet. The user may set the high as well as low levels 

of heart beat limit. After setting these limits, the system 

starts monitoring and as soon as patient heart beat goes 

above a certain limit, the system sends an alert to the 

controller and alerts the concerned user. Also, the 

system alerts for lower heartbeats. Whenever the user 

logs on for monitoring, the system also displays the live 

heartbeat of the patient in augmented view along with 

graphical representation of heart beats per minute and 

the same data is stored in the cloud and can be accessed 

by concerned users.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Nowadays, heart diseases cause more than 1,500,000 

deaths each year and are now the leading cause of death 

in the country. Usually, patients with heart diseases live 

at home and ask for healthcare service when they feel 

sick. However, usually they won’t feel sick until the 

very late stage of the disease, and it is so late that the 

damages have already turned irreversible. And most of 

the patients die before they get any treatment. Therefore, 

the key to improve heart diseases healthcare performance 

and reduce the death rate is turning the passive healthcare 

mode into a pervasive way. That means the physical 

status of patients should be monitored by physicians, 

who will decide when to delivery healthcare service 

based on patients’ real-time status. The essential part of 

this pervasive healthcare mode is the real-time 

monitoring system. In this paper, we proposed an IoT-

based monitoring system for pervasive heart diseases 

healthcare. This monitoring system fulfils the basic needs 

of pervasive healthcare for heart diseases, also takes the 

cost into consideration to ensure the pervasive mode as 

economical as possible. Furthermore, it can also be 

combined with real-time analysis algorithms to assess 

patients’ health condition and give warnings to potential 

attacks in advance, which can make the pervasive 

healthcare more intelligent. We are also implementing 

augmented reality concept for the realistic view of the 

heart rate. 

II.LITERATURESURVEY  

[1]Nikunj Patel, Princekumar Patel and Nehal Patel 

proposed a system that has eminence of detecting heart 

attack with help of observing heart rate based on internet 

of thing. The method used a pulse sensor, Arduino board 
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and a Wi-Fi module. After setting up the system, the 

pulse sensor will start sensing heart rate readings and 

will display the heartbeat of person on LCD screen. 

Also, with the use of Wi-Fi module it will transmit the 

data over internet. System allows a set point which can 

help in determining whether a person is healthy or not 

by checking his/her heartbeat and comparing it with set 

point. After setting these limits, the system will start 

monitoring the heart rate of patient and immediately the 

heart rate goes above or below the certain limit the 

system will send an alert message. They implemented 

an android application model that will track the 

heartbeat of particular patient and monitor it correctly 

and give the emergency message on chances of heart 

attack. 

[2]Gowrishankar, S., M. Y. Prachita, and Arvind, 2017, 

proposed  a remote sensing parameter of the human 

body which consists of pulse and temperature. The 

parameters that are used for sensing and monitoring will 

send the data through wireless sensors. Adding a web 

based observing helps to keep track of the regular health 

status of a patient. The sensing data will be continuously 

collected in a database and will be used to inform 

patient to any unseen problems to undergo possible 

diagnosis. Experimental results prove the proposed 

system is userfriendly, reliable, economical. 

[3]Aboobacker, Arith ,Balamurugan, Deepak, Sathish, 

2017, proposed a application in which they implemented 

a heartbeat monitoring and heart attack detection system 

using the Internet of things. These days we have an 

increased number of heart diseases including increased 

risk of heart attacks. The sensor is then interfaced to a 

micro controller that allows checking heart rate readings 

and transmitting them over internet. The user may set 

the high as well as low levels of heart beat limit. After 

setting these limits, the system starts monitoring and as 

soon as patient heart beat goes above a certain limit, the 

system sends an alert to the controller which then 

transmits this over the internet and alerts the doctors as 

well as concerned users. Also, the system alerts for lower 

heartbeats. Whenever the user logs on for monitoring, the 

system also display the live heart rate of the patient. Thus 

concerned ones may monitor heart rate as well get an 

alert of heart attack to the patient immediately from 

anywhere and the person can be saved on time. 

[4]Ajitha, U., et al., 2017, introduce a real time remote 

monitoring of heart rate is presented in this paper. This 

system uses an alert and LCD display that are capable of 

monitoring the heart rate. A low cost, efficient and 

flexible heart rate detection and alert system using 

wireless module has been implemented in this paper. The 

sensors sense and measure the heart rate and detected 

signals are sent to control unit for further processing. The 

processor displays the heart rate on LCD which is then 

proceeded to alert system. If there is a large difference 

between the normal and measured heart rates, then an 

alert will be provided by the system. This system is 

continuous, real time, safe and accurate in monitoring the 

heart rates. 

[5] Manisha, Mamidi, et al., 2016, proposed a system 

which will detect heart attack with the help of different 

scenarios i.e.; monitoring heart rate and smart blood 

pressure system based on internet of things. This 

proposed work not only detects heart attack but also 

other heart diseases. To get rid of these heart attacks or 

to reduce these heart diseases they have developed this 

system to reduce the death rate. 

[6]Mayur, Suraj, Shubham, Nikhil, 2016, presented  an 

android based portable ECG monitor. The patient will be 

given a small device which senses the ECG data. This 

small device send the sensed data to the patient’s 

Android mobile through Bluetooth. The Android mobile 
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will be having an application which will be running a 

heart attack detection algorithm. If in case any 

abnormalities are found the patient will be notified 

through an audible alarm and first aid techniques will be 

shown to the patient in the phone’s display. This first 

aid instruction will increase the chance of survival of the 

patient. An ECG report will be sent to the patient’s 

doctor through email so that he can prepare himself for 

the treatment. And also an SMS will be sent to the 

hospital that contain exact patient’s location(GPS) so 

that help can be given at the earliest even if the patient 

is traveling. The goal is to provide early heart attack 

detection so that the patient will be given medical 

attention within the first few important hours, therefore 

greatly improving patient’s chances of survival. 

[7]Yadav, Yashasavi, and ManasaGowda, 2016, 

developed a system which will help to decrease the 

death rate due to heart attack by early detection of heart 

attack. They smart bands/ health bands which are easily 

available in market. These smart bands will 

continuously monitor heart rate of a user. When the 

heart rate of a user goes below a danger value, the near 

smart phone will get notified and the application 

installed in the smartphone will notify to concerned 

people of the user and will also notify to ambulance 

service. The smart band and the application will be 

connected by Bluetooth. 

[8]Mallick, Bandana, and Ajit Kumar Patro, 2016, 

proposed a technique of measuring the heart rate 

through a fingertip and Arduino. It is based on the 

principal of photophelthysmographywhich is non-

invasive method of measuring the variation in blood 

volume in tissue using a light source and detector. 

While the heart is beating, it is actually pumping blood 

throughout the body, and that makes the blood volume 

inside the finger artery to change too. This fluctuation of 

blood can be detected through an optical sensing 

mechanism placed around the fingertip. The signal can 

be amplified and is sent to arduino with the help of serial 

port communication. With the help of processing 

software heart rate monitoring and counting is 

performed. The sensor unit consists of an infrared light-

emitting-diode and a photo diode. The IR LED transmits 

an infrared light into the fingertip, a part of which is 

reflected back from the blood inside the finger arteries. 

The photo diode senses the portion of the light that is 

reflected back. The intensity of reflected light depends 

upon the blood volume inside the fingertip. So, every 

time the heart beats the amount of reflected infrared light 

changes, which can be detected by the photo diode. With 

a high gain amplifier, this little alteration in the 

amplitude of the reflected light can be converted into a 

pulse. 

[9]Md. Ashrafuzzaman, MdMazaharulHuq, 

ChandanChakraborty, Md. Rafi Monjur Khan, 

TaslimaTabassum, RashedulHasan, 2013, proposed [9] a 

system capable of estimating the heart beat rate using just 

a camera from a commercially available smart phone and 

also using a mobile stethoscope to record heart sound for 

detecting the occurrence of heart attack and also some 

other heart related disease. Fuzzy Logic is used here, 

which is a part of Data Mining, the expert problem 

solution for human illness. In general, case people could 

not understand whenever they face this problem and this 

is the main cause of death. Our research is about to 

determine this problem earlier to reduce the death rate of 

heart attack. The advantage of this method is that the user 

does not need specialized hardware, and he/she can take 

a measurement in virtually any place under almost any 

circumstances. In addition, the measurement can be used 

as a tool for health coaching applications or effective 
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telecare services aimed in enhancing the user’s well-

being. 

 

III. IMPLEMENTATION 

This system is focussed on heart beat monitoring and 

heart attack detection using iot and augmented reality. 

Particle photon is an Arduino compatible IoT board. The 

program code then is written on Web IDE at the 

Particle’s website and transferred to a registered IOT 

board over the internet. Particle photon is switched on 

and connected to cloud service of the Particle, the code 

is burnt to the selected board over the air via an internet 

connection and the board starts operating according to 

the transferred code.Once the program code is 

transferred to the particle photon, it starts operating 

according to it. The particle photon is connected to any 

Internet hotspot via Wi-Fi. 

 

Fig. 3.1: Flow diagram of System. 

The Arduino compatible code on photon reads the data 

from the heartbeat sensor.The Augmented Reality App 

used in the project is built using Vuforia Augmented 

Reality Software Development Kitalong with the Unity 

Editor. The development platform allows compiling a 

readily available database, upload target images and 

creates UI elements on the Unity Editor.  

The user interface is easily linked with the downloaded 

database by dragging and dropping UI elements. The 

application is then linked with the data logging URL of 

the Photon board to capture data in real time. The 

platform allows compiling the project to a cross platform 

mobile application for use on any smartphone. The 

augmented reality app is linked to the data logging URL. 

It fetches the data from the URL and displays it on the 

buttons in UI of the app. 

IV. RESULTS 

 Connectivity between modules 

Here we are connecting particle photon to pulse sensor 

and then to the power supply. 

 

 

Fig 4.1: Connectivity between the modules. 

 Data Stored in Cloud 

 The data from the pulse sensor will be stored in JSON 

format in the cloud. 

 

Fig 4.2: Stored Data. 

 

 Unity Editor 

 Using Unity platform and Vuforia SDK we developed 

this project. 
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Fig. 4.3:Unity editor. 

 

V. CONCLUSION 

A numerous of heart attack detection techniques have 

been introduced so far, but they are very expensive and 

time consuming. Since this modern age is the era of 

smart phone, we believe and deserve that our proposed 

technique can reach to the doorsteps of people of every 

level in the society. As we are introducing alternative 

modalities to detect heart attack, because one way may 

fail while the others will provide the accurate outcome. 

By this, we can find out a solution for heart attack 

detection. That is why our proposed algorithm is 

developed. We focused on two different techniques 

here and we added it in one algorithm. User needs to 

choose what option he/she wants to apply for detecting 

heart attack. We think any level of our society who 

have smart phone, can easily take precaution for heart 

attack. Our Application is efficient and suitable from 

other non-medical application. Old health services 

delivery is now shifting to modern technology 

gradually. Health services delivery is about to change, 

but it is the nature of the service itself that will 

gradually shift from reactive treatment of conditions to 

pre-emptive health care. Avoiding health risks can be 

more efficient than sustaining patients with chronic 

conditions that could have been avoided. This is where 

health monitoring and cognitive therapy comes to offer 

new possibilities, to provide the users with information. 

Sensors when equipped with IoT intelligence, offer 

attractive options for enabling observation and recording 

of data in home and work environments, over much 

longer durations than are currently done at office and 

laboratory visits. This data, when analyzed and 

presented to physicians in easy-to-assimilate 

visualizations has the potential for radically improving 

healthcare and reducing costs. In this way we are 

developing the system which able to detect any heart 

anomalies and heart attack by tracking heartbeat of a 

user. In coming future as the technology gets advance 

more feature will be added to the smart bands. 
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